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HAVE FORK, WILL TRAVEL
Holyoke’s BYOR
by greg saulmon

In early May of 2009, four friends planning a Friday night on the
town faced a common dilemma. The art openings at Holyoke’s Paper
City Studios, located at 80 Race Street, were a sure bet. But in a city
where downtown dining options dwindle after 5 p.m., where would
they eat beforehand?
Instead of choosing a restaurant, Holyoke residents James F. V.
Bickford, Rachel L. Lawrence, Daphne Board and Stan Glodes created one.
They set up a table and chairs on the sidewalk overlooking the
second-level canal on Dwight Street. They each brought a dish to
share. A tablecloth added a touch of formality. Glodes wore a bright
pink tuxedo coat.
“During dinner, we brainstormed locations and how we could
invite other people to take part,” said Board, a custom shoemaker
who, with Glodes, is renovating two houses in Holyoke.
With that, Bring Your Own Restaurant—a bi-weekly event
billed as “a plein air potluck on the streets of Holyoke”—was born.
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Now in its second season, BYOR, as regulars call it, brings crowds
by the dozens from spring through late fall to dine in Holyoke’s
canal district.
The do-it-yourself series operates according to a simple premise:
you bring a dish, your own plate and utensils, and a chair. Disposable
items are discouraged; extra tables are welcome.
Like the menu, the venues vary. One evening, the diners took over
the closed lane of a bridge on Lyman Street; more recently, they commandeered the bocce court in Holyoke’s riverside Pulaski Park. Last
summer, a rainstorm drove a dozen BYOR attendees onto a loading
dock at Open Square, a vast mill complex teeming with artists and
small businesses.
“I think BYOR is popular because people want something fun to
do at night in downtown Holyoke,” Board said. “The ideas of taking
back public space, building community, enjoying being outside, and
making good food to share all factor in to why people are interested
in this event.”
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would continue to attract a crowd as diverse as the menu. “I don’t
Bickford described the dinners as “a protest against fear,” a challenge
want this to be a party,” he said several times throughout the evening,
to those who say Holyoke is dangerous, or who believe a fading mill
explaining that he didn’t want people to get the impression that Bring
town can’t come back. They’re a call to action to politicians promising
Your Own Restaurant was an exclusive event for a closed social circle.
rebirth, and potential investors waiting for the market to be just right.
Bickford recalled one dinner when a passerby stopped to ask:
“This is a political statement,” Bickford said. “Get it done.”
“How do you get invited to this thing?”
You don’t get invited to BYOR. News of the event spreads through
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that a group of people can do together, in public, is to eat— to share
food,” he said.
In a follow-up interview, Lawrence—who uses the events as an
opportunity to test recipes from an upcoming cookbook—expanded
A nice glass of wine…
on the “we-don’t-want-this-to-be-a-party” theme. “It is an ongoing,
A cold beer…
evolving piece of art,” she said. “Each event is not a stand-alone perAnd a little something
formance, but a continuous thread of intent that makes itself visible
to ‘nosh’ on…
every two weeks.”
We open at 3:00
As word about BYOR has spread, the concept has proven portable, too. Nathan Carpenter Beauregard, a farmhand at Clarkdale
21 taps, 35 Wines by the Glass, & Food until Midnight
Fruit Farms in Deerﬁeld, has organized four Bring Your Own Restaurant dinners at Greenﬁeld’s Energy Park.
Everyday 3-12 • Reanimating the Baystate every Thursday night
“My wife and I loved their concept,” Beauregard said, “but our
41 A STRONG AVE., Northampton • 584-1150 • SIERRAGRILLE.NET
evening routine with our son prevents us from going to Holyoke
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